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Summary Statement of Thoughts and Reasons
for Undertaking Project
"COMPOSITION IN WOOD AND
PIGMENT"
Detail
"COMPOSITION IN WOOD AND
PIGMENT"
It is nearly impossible to simply state my initial
reasons for undertaking this particular project. In
the past several years I have found that painting is
the medium in which I can best express myself. Unlike
pure pigment painting, collage and/or assemblage
painting can often create greater impact on the viewer
and thus make a statement of greater clarity.
*
In my paintings I am attempting to make a statement
of many different causes or reasons. These may be
very personal and sincere, historical, or even bitterly
satirical. I am first of all concerned with the over
all composition and its initial impact. But this
composition is directed and guided by the desired
statement.
This may sound like a rather cold and calculated method
of painting but I have found that this planning was
necessary to have an end result that communicated the
message or statement that I had initially intended.
I do find that no matter how much I plan my painting's
composition, statement, etc. I still cannot
predetermine
the end result. This I would not even attempt to do as
I am sure It would be impossible as well as undesirable.
I don't feel that a painter can ever predict his own
spontaneous and sporatic emotions as he is working on
his painting and thus complete planning may be found to
be nearly impossible.
I have not meant to make it sound like I know what my
paintings will completely state or even look like before
they are finalized. I only attempt to know enough about
how I plan to make my statement come into view and how I
want to basically compose the over-all painting to make
the strongest impact on the viewer as possible. I think
my paintings do show this clearly in that they may appear
as being rather well thought out paintings \n over-all
composition but on further study they show that the
statement may be read in several different ways or may not
be able to be read at all. Can this be wrong? I think
not.Because if the viewer reads a message or statement
that I have not intended he is at least involved. One
certainly cannot predict what motivates the viewer and
if the viewer associates himself with the same things as
does the artist.
I am surrounded by my enviroment and I have no desire or
intention to withdraw from it in any way. Because of my
intent involvement with all that surrounds me it is only
natural for me to incorporate myself, my inviroment, and
thus my personal feelings about my inviroment into my
paintings. In this I am making statements visually con
crete and yet not necessarily advocating its change.
I am fully aware of my being an American and because of
this I have chosen to incorporate the American flag as
collage material. I am not intentionally desecrating
the flag but rather am attempting to bring attention to
it in correlation with those things that it is presently
involved with. This involvement may be articles that
denotate war, tragedy, nostalgia or any one of a number
of things.
I have also attempted to use materials for collage that
are readily found around us everyday. Our world is in
deed complex and confused and thus I have attempted to
portray this feeling into such paintings as
"Composition"
by using these found collage materials in an orderly
conglomeration of collage and pigment.
I have found in this past year that working with collage
can be rewarding but I have also found that it is a hard
medium to work with. It is too easy to get over-reliant
on the collage and much of the drawing that is necessary
with strictly pigment painting is lost and/or forgotten.
As a whole I think many of my paintings for this project
are sucessful but they may remain to be somewhat reliant
on the collage and under-drawn. I have found a under
standing of the collage medium but still realize that I







During the past year that I have spent working with collage
and relief painting I have discovered many things about the
medium and how collage and relief relate to a statement
that a painting may attempt to visualize and thus how this
marriage of statement and media react to the total painting,
For myself, I have found that I must have some thought or
personal feeling or statement to begin with in a painting.
I cannot paint simply for the pure sake of creating a
painting. I have a lot to say about many a various things.
Much of this
"saying"
cannot, or at least is not easy, to
relate in words. This is why I paint. In my painting I
can place on canvas that which I cannot verbalize and I
can come closer to expressing my thoughts and feelings and
do so at nearly the same rate that they materialize in my
mind. I plan my paintings but yet I still paint rather
spontaneously. This is one of my largest reasons for using
collage. Collage is real and tactile and the images are
basically there without tedious, and sometimes fruitless,
mannipulation of the pigment to attain the desired effect.
Collage may well be easy to work with in that it is fast
and can be complete. But to say that it is easy because
one may paste rather that paint an image is false. I have
found that often times the desired effect may be lost or
overshadowed by a collage picture etc, and its unforeseen
meaning and/or feeling. I may have wanted or needed to
create a certain feeling of emotion and without realizing
it employed something that has many different
"hidden"
denotations. It is also easy to become over-reliant on
the collage and to forget or overlook the pigment. In
doing this the painting may eventually violate the
two-
dimensional plane of the canvas. The line between the
collage surfaced painting and this painting plane that
has been violated is one that I sought but never, as yet,
have found it.
Without going into detail concerning my statements that
I have attempted to make through my paintings I do feel
that the medium of collage has made it possible for me to
create the impact and hopefully the message that I intend
ed. Somehow the impact of a photograph, newspaper head
line etc. seems to bring to view, and/or memory, much more
than the pure painted image.
I have done several paintings on the death of President
Kennedy and the different aspects of war in general. This
type of subject matter lends itself well to the use of
the medium of collage. I have found this to be so mainly
because the viewer has his own vivid recollections or ideas
about subjects of this nature. This is perhaps some kind of
play on the emotions but the memories and images of again
seeing the newspaper headlines reading, "Kennedy Slain!
"
quickly draws in the viewer and makes the intended
message or statement come into being with a greater impact.
The statements themselves indeed play a major role in my
paintings but certainly most any message may be aided by
the use of collage. Collage may certainly be employed for
the sole purpose of creating a relief pattern etc. but this
I have explored very little in my project. For me the
problems were different than those created for the relief
affect. I set out to make a statement and through the
use of collage, in correlation with the pigment, the end
result had to read as a statement and a total painting.
This aspect of the total painting was that which I feel
that I experienced the most difficulty in attaining. I
often found that either the message read or the composition
read as a painting but to combine these two into a total
painting that molded itself from the two ingredients and
resulted in one total canvas I found to be difficult. In
several paintings I think that I have succeeded in doing
this. Of these I feel that the most successful might be,
"ATTICTORIAL
MEMORIES"
or possibly "COMPOSITION III". Of
those that are farthest from attaining this total concept









It is impossible for me to state exactly what I did con
cerning my senior project in the way of an hourly or
daily record of operations. I worked sporatically and
for periods ranging from 15 minutes to as long as 11
continuous hours. This work time may have been occupied
doing sketches, painting, searching for collage material,
or taking notes as to my reasons for trying a particular
thing or my reasons and thinking behind the statement of
my painting.
Below is a general record of time spent and its break
down that comprise the total number of recorded hours.
Hours concerned with research, background
material, methods , etc 15
Hours spent sketching and/or painting 96
Hours spent compiling book .22
Total number of hours spent on Senior Project 133
I have no intention of trying to put into words all
that went through my mind as I went about my hopefully
creative process of collage painting. However, I do
think that it may help the viewer to know some of the
basic personal philosophies that I was guided by and
some of the reasons for my choices as to collage material,
As I earlier stated, I am not an anti-American and I
have not desecrated the American flag for any reason
other than to bring into vivid focus that which surrounds
us all. I think that America is the rightful leader of
the world and it stands for all that I believe in and I
am proud to be an American.
Such paintings as "Mother, I've gone", "Dead Valiant",
and "Americanism
II"
are clearly statements of war and
all that It holds for we the individuals that fight it.
I am not trying to change that which is but rather I am
only trying to bring into view that which we have come to
know as war. I am not supporting nor am I criticizing
the United
States'






are concerned with the
death of President Kennedy and all the horror, injustice,
distaste, intrigue, and resulting unanswerable questions
that this internationally known murder has arisen.
"Visible Landscape", "Attictorial Memories", and "Ben
Franklin
II"
are canvases that were purely inspired by
my own nostalgia for the lost past.
These paintings mentioned here and all the other one that
I have done for this senior project have been inspired
by my own personal feelings and hopefully they convey
at least a small portion of all that I have placed into
them. Mentally and verbally these subjects are often
expounded upon but in the paintings I have attempted to






Examples of Visual Expressions
"BEN FRANKLIN
II"

